
“Re-imagined” a Challenge with a Difference 

Rug Making Techniques:  Proggy (or Proddy) 

 

 
This rugmaking technique, called by many names, is probably one of the easiest, as small pieces can be prodded without a 
frame, using the simplest of tools, basically any pointed object that will punch a hole in an open weave 

backing  i.e. a piece of dowel with sharpened point or modified dolly peg.   
Having said that, some rugmakers do use frames and commercial prodding tools.   

 
Short pieces of fabric are poked from the back of the work to the front creating a shag effect.  

Longer strips can be used, also poked through from the back, and then the loops on the 
front side cut or “shorn” creating a plush surface, also more detail can be achieved.    

Both of these techniques are well illustrated in “Proggy & Hooky Rugs” by Miriam Miller, 
Milton, NSW. This is the only rug hooking book published by an Australian author.  

Miriam’s book is available online http://www.shoal.net.au/~narrawilly/  or from Guild   
rughooking instructors.   An image of this “log cabin design” proggy rug created with  

hand-dyed blankets is in Miriam’s book and shown here with her permission. 
 

Below are some examples of rugs made by Guild members using hessian backing and    
recycled fabrics, mostly T-Shirts (shown with their permission): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This techniques can also be used to create novelty items :- 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rug Hooking Magazine provides a link to a Gene Shepherd video showing how to make proddy mats.  
  https://www.rughookingmagazine.com/How-to-Hook-a-Rug-Video-Tutorials/Traditional-Proddy-Mats 

Gene works mostly with hand-dyed wool  but you can use this technique with any fabric - if the fabrics very fine and gauzy, 
you’ll need to cut your pieces wider to give a more full or plush look.  

 
 

Here is a proggy bedside rug made with strips of torn sheets.  
A first rug by a new rugmaker.  

No makers name at this time as its a surprize Christmas present,  
one little girl is going to be very happy with her Nanna.  

Anne Schafer, VIC Kathleen Smith, WA Jane Cobb, WA Jacqui Thomson, NSW 
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Jo Franco, WA Bear Rug (head), Annette White, QLD 
Proggy flower & bag, 

Judith Stephens, SA 
Christmas Tree 

Rennette, WA 
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